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Figure 1: Simulation examples with dynamic and static objects used to test our algorithm.

Abstract

The broad-phase step of collision detection in scenes composed of n
moving objects is a challenging problem because enumerating col-
lision pairs has an inherent O(n2) complexity. Spatial data struc-
tures are designed to accelerate this process, but often their static
nature makes it difficult to handle dynamic scenes. In this work we
propose a new structure called Semi-Adjusting BSP-tree for rep-
resenting scenes composed of thousands of moving objects. An
scheduling algorithm evaluates locations where the BSP-tree be-
comes unbalanced, uses several strategies to alter cutting planes,
and defer updates based on their re-structuring cost. We show that
the tree does not require a complete re-structuring even in highly
dynamic scenes, but adjusts itself while maintaining desirable bal-
ancing and height properties.

CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism
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1 Introduction

Collision detection is very important in the simulation of dynamic
scenes. This problem can be solved for n moving objects by a O(n2)
algorithm, and a common approach to speed up this calculation
is to use a two-step algorithm [Hubbard 1995]. In the first step,
known as broad phase, an approximate and fast test enumerates
the pairs of objects (potentially collision set or PCS) to be checked
for exact intersection in the second step, which is called narrow
phase. Since broad-phase algorithms need to be very fast, tests are
performed using bounding volumes (BVs) such as AABBs (Axis-
Aligned Bounding Boxes), OBBs (Oriented Bounding Boxes) or
k-DOPs (Discrete Oriented Polytopes)[Eberly 2001].
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Spatial data structures [Samet 1990] are widely used to accelerate
some of these algorithms, but their static nature constrain its use to
static scenes, requiring extensions to handle moving objects. Often
a brute-force approach is used, where the data structure is recon-
structed at specific moments to reflect the new position of objects.
A hybrid solution that separates static from dynamic objects al-
lows moving objects to be periodically inserted into a data structure
containing only the static objects. A proposal using this approach
with Binary Space Partitioning (BSP-trees) was described in [Nay-
lor 1992]. More elaborate ways to update spatial data structures
have been published (see, for example, [Torres 1990; Chrysanthou
and Slater 1992; Snyder and Lengyel 1998]). Usually, local up-
dates in the tree avoid a complete reconstruction of the structure,
but it may degrade to an unrecoverable state . The ideal data struc-
ture is the one that updates itself as objects move without the need
of complete reconstruction.

In this paper we propose a new structure called Semi-Adjusting
BSP-tree. The name of this structure is derived from the seminal
paper by Tarjan [Sleator and Tarjan 1985], where a semi-adjusting
search tree is defined as the one that reduces the large amount of
re-structuring required by self-adjusting search trees to a subset of
operations, while deferring remaining operations to a next update
step. We outline below the main contributions of this work:

• Specification of operators used to alter BSP-tree structure:
split, shift-split, merge, swap and balance (section 4).

• An scheduling algorithm that performs time-critical updates
of the BSP-tree to conform to the new position of objects (sec-
tion 5).

• Application of the proposed algorithm to enumerate collision
pairs (broad-phase collision detection) (section 6).

• Evaluation of results from four different simulations contain-
ing thousands of moving objects, and comparison against four
competing broad-phase solutions (section 6).

2 Related Work

Collision detection is one of the most studied problems in com-
puter graphics. Several solutions are discussed in the literature
[Cohen et al. 1995; Hudson et al. 1997; Govindaraju et al. 2003;
Teschner et al. 2003; James and Pai 2004]), along with several sur-
veys [Dave Eberle 2004; Heidelberger 2004; Bergen 2004] and
software packages (SOLID [Bergen 2004], I-COLLIDE [Cohen



et al. 1995], V-COLLIDE [Hudson et al. 1997] and ODE [Smith
2004]). A common solution to speedup calculations is to use
bounding volumes(BVs) as approximations of objects. Complex
models or scenes are often organized into bounding volume hierar-
chies such as sphere trees [Hubbard 1995], oriented-bounding-box
(OBB) trees [Gottschalk et al. 1996], or axis-aligned-bounding-box
(AABB) trees [Bergen 2004]. Projection of bounding boxes ex-
tents on the coordinate axes is the basis of the sweep-and-prune
technique [Cohen et al. 1995].

Space-partitioning structures have been used to optimize both broad
and narrow phases. Object extents are associated to spatial regions
in such way that reporting candidates to the PCS needs to consider
only objects inside each region. Since such structures are often
designed for static scenes, extensions are required to handle moving
scenes. A brute-force approach simply deletes moving objects at
each time step from their old positions and inserts them again using
their new positions. Fixed-spatial partitioning such as spatial hash
tables requires re-applying a hash function to index object extents
at different levels of resolution [Mirtich 1997].

Hierarchical data structures like octrees, quadtrees or BSPs offer a
more general space partitioning strategy. Brute-force approaches to
update objects stored in BSPs were discussed by [Chrysanthou and
Slater 1992] and [Naylor 1992]. Loose octrees were introduced by
[Thatcher 2000] as an alternate indexing scheme that allows neigh-
bor nodes in the octree to overlap and thus reduce update costs.

Partial rebalancing schemes represent a more elaborate solution.
Torres [Torres 1990] used auxiliary plane cuts to minimize the im-
pact of moving objects in a BSP. Snyder and Lengley [Snyder and
Lengyel 1998] used a kd-tree to index objects extents, shifting kd-
tree cuts as objects move. However, periodic reconstruction of the
tree is necessary due to tree degradation after several update steps.

The best solution is a self-organizing (or self-adjusting) structure
that adapts itself based on its usage. Ar et al. [Ar et al. 2002b; Ar
et al. 2002a] adopted a self-organizing BSP for displaying complex
static scenes, where tree construction is incremental and deferred
until really needed. Kinetic data structures for BSPs [Agarwal et al.
1998; Comba 2000] use a prediction model to estimate when the
combinatorial structure of the BSP changes, followed by a self-
adjusting step that performs local updates. The drawback of this
approach is that prediction models require objects to have known
trajectories, and updates can be expensive since they are issued at
every continuous change in the tree. Other ways to alter cuts involv-
ing principal component analysis [Gottschalk et al. 1996] or evolu-
tionary techniques [Cassen et al. 1995] are inadequate for highly
dynamic scenes due to their expensive process.

Our work is based on scheduling structural changes at regular in-
tervals so they can not considerably affect the performance while
keeping the structure within a balancing ratio. In this way, our
method also defers a minimal set of tree re-configuration operators
complying with the semi-adjusting characteristic coined by Tarjan
[Sleator and Tarjan 1985; Sleator and Tarjan 1986; Tarjan 1983].

3 Broad-Phase Colision Detection

3.1 Projection into an arbitrary axis

Projection operators represent a common approach to perform in-
tersection calculations. The sweep-and-prune [Cohen et al. 1995]
algorithm projects the bounding box(BB) of moving objects first
into the X axis, computing an interval with minimum and maxi-
mum x−coordinates. Object pairs that have intersecting intervals

are enumerated by a sweeping algorithm that runs in linear time
with the number of objects. Interval pairs that do not intersect
are pruned from further collision checks. Computation proceeds
in similar fashion for the Y and Z axes.

Projection into coordinate axes efficiently prunes candidate pairs
when they represent the normal of the separating axis [Gottschalk
et al. 1996] between pairs. In some object configurations, using an
arbitrary axis may return similar or better results as using coordi-
nates axes, while reducing the linear cost of the sweeping algorithm
to a single pass. The projection of a BB into an arbitrary axis re-
quires computing extreme vertices of the BB with respect to the
arbitrary axis, and intervals are defined as scalar values in the para-
metric equation of the axis (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Projection of objects into an arbitrary axis.

Although a separating plane for two convex polytopes can be com-
puted if objects do not intersect, the same does not hold for three
or more objects. In this situation, we need to look for a partitioner
axis that maximizes the number of separated pairs of objects.

3.2 Projection using Space Partitioning

Spatial partitioning schemes are often used when the number of ob-
jects becomes large, and the BSP-tree is a structure that allows cuts
to be positioned with arbitrary directions. Partitioners are stored at
nodes in a binary tree, and objects are stored either at the leaves or
at intermediate nodes. We decided to store objects at the leaves to
simplify the enumeration of collision pairs (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Space Partitioning

Choosing good partitioners is essential to the performance of this
approach. A principal component analysis (PCA) can be used but
requires an expensive solution of a linear system that has a co-
variance matrix with dimensions proportional to the number of ob-
jects. This approach is mostly used as a pre-processing step or with
a small number of objects. For scenes with moving objects, the
need to compute separating planes very fast leads to approximate
or heuristic solutions.

We use an approach that enumerates candidate partitioners, and
chooses the one that maximizes a given goodness criteria. Parti-
tioner directions are limited to a pre-defined set that approximates
the hemisphere of possible directions following the point-repulsion
approach described in [Hasan et al. 2001]. The goodness criteria
consider the following quantities to measure the quality of a parti-
tioner p:

• population(p): number of objects tested against p,



• balance(p): ratio of objects in the halfspace of p with less
objects over the one with more objects, and

• redundancy(p): number of objects contained in both left and
right half-spaces of p.

Balancing represents how objects are distributed in the subtrees of
a node, while redundancy increases when a partitioner plane inter-
sects more objects, leading to the storage of the object in both sub-
trees. Once a candidate normal is chosen, objects bounding boxes
are projected into the axis defined by the normal, and stored using
an ordered list. This list is used to select an appropriate interval, and
among all candidates, we select the reference point that maximizes
balance while minimizing redundancy (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Projection of objects onto a normal direction gives an
ordered list used to select a reference point for a partitioner.

4 Semi-Adjusting BSP-tree Operators

Changes in the BSP-tree due to object movements have to be done
very efficiently and sustain certain search properties. In addition,
they can only be performed within a certain time alloted (time-
critical update), and must not lead to a structure that degrades to an
unrecoverable state. Optimal updates can be expensive to compute
and often not necessary. In this section we list structural operators
that alter the BSP structure, and in the following section we discuss
how they are scheduled to perform updates.

4.1 Split Operator

The split operator divides a node with population greater than a
given threshold (Figure 5). A node is created with a new partitioner,
and two leaves are generated.

Figure 5: Split operator

Choosing the partitioner plane follows the approach discussed in
the previous section to select partitioners. Sorting the projections
of objects against candidate normals dominates the cost of this op-
eration, and to reduce this cost we consider only a subset of these
objects.

4.2 Shift-Split Operator

This operator represents a much more efficient variation for split-
ting by using information stored in the BSP-tree to reduce the sort-
ing costs of the standard split operator.

Figure 6: Shift-Split operator

For each leaf node, there is an ordered list of objects along the par-
ent partitioner normal. This list is used to find another partitioner
with normal parallel to the parent normal. If this new partitioner
satisfies our goodness criteria, it is used instead of the standard split
operator (Figure 6).

4.3 Merge Operator

This operator combines an internal node with population smaller
than a given threshold, and is responsible to remove partitioners in
regions that become empty due to object migration (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Merge Operator

All ordered list of objects stored at the leaves of a subtree of a
merged node need to be combined into one list. Left and right sub-
trees of a node are combined in a bottom-up fashion and assigned
to a leaf node that replaces the original node (Figure 8). Each list
needs to be sorted against a new direction only once. Since we only
merge nodes with lower population, subtrees of merged nodes are
usually small.

Figure 8: Ordered lists are processed in bottom-up fashion

4.4 Balance Operator

This operator is designed to repair nodes that become unbalanced
with minimal changes in the tree. It is useful when a node has one
subtree with high population and another almost empty. Instead of
merging its subtrees, we try to re-establish balancing by shifting the
partitioner by a given offset. Since we do not store the distribution
of objects among its subtrees, we use the procedure described for



the merge operator to recover this information. If the shifted parti-
tioner satisfies our goodness criteria, the balance operator is issued
for this node.

Figure 9: Interval region (red) between old and repositioned parti-
tioner. Ordered list is re-created and used to re-position partitioner

Changing the partitioner may require some objects to migrate be-
tween subtrees. Only objects that belong to an interval region be-
tween the old and new positions need to be considered, and the
ordered list is used to find this information.

4.5 Swap Operator

For situations where the balance operator fails to re-establish bal-
ancing, there is another operator that we can use before using a
merge operator.

Figure 10: A partitioner (red) is replaced by the subtree with higher
population. Objects from the subtree with lower population are in-
serted into the new node

The swap operator deletes the unbalanced node, and replaces it by
the root of its subtree with highest population. The only structural
change required for this operation is to insert the subtree with lower
population into this one, but this is fast since this subtree is nearly
empty (Figure 10).

5 Semi-Adjusting BSP-tree Algorithm

The structural update of the BSP-tree is not performed as often as
the update of object positions. Since it is more expensive, there is
no clear gain of changing it very often. On the other hand, failing
to perform structural updates may lead to an increase in the number
of collision pairs. We define updates at regular intervals that reach
a good compromise between update cost and tree size.

5.1 Updating object positions

Object positions are updated for each simulation step in the BSP-
tree by a top-down traversal. Ordered lists of objects stored at the
leaf nodes are updated for each moving object with its new bound-
ing box position, followed by a sorting step that usually runs in
linear time due to temporal coherence.

In our tests the AABBs gave us the best performance. Among sev-
eral alternatives (linked lists or hash tables), an array structure was
the one that gave the best results and used to store the ordered lists
at the leaves.

5.2 Scheduling Semi-Adjusting Operators

Ordering the application of operators is very important. The bal-
ance operator adjusts partitioners to improve balancing, but has side
effects that change object distribution. This may impact other oper-
ators and in some cases they may become unnecessary. Therefore,
we issue the balance operator before any other (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Impact of the balance operation on split and merge

The split operator is critical because it divides a large ordered list of
objects into two smaller lists, reducing the update cost of ordered
lists. Therefore, our first priority is to keep the concentration of
objects at the leaves below a given threshold that is dynamically
adjusted by the number of objects in the scene. The shift-split op-
erator is always tested before a split, and only if it fails the split is
performed.

The swap operator is performed when balancing fails to remove a
bad partitioner. This operation may generate side effects like the
balance operator, but usually leads to a small number of object mi-
grations.

The merge operator eliminates leaves with a number of objects be-
low a given threshold. This operation is not critical because very
small lists are fast to maintain, and the additional overhead to keep
nearly empty nodes and leaves is minimal. This operation is used
only if the simulation has free time during its update cycle.

To summarize, the operators are scheduled as below:

Algorithm 1 Scheduling Semi-Adjusting Operators
1: if not pending deferred events then
2: start traversal at the root n of the BSP
3: if n is unbalanced then
4: evaluate balance operator
5: if balancing is valid perform balance operator
6: else schedule swap operator
7: stop traversal
8: end if
9: check for shift-split, split and merge, and schedule events.

10: if any event was scheduled stop traversal.
11: else repeat steps 3-10 for each subtree of n.
12: end if
13: calculate number of events to perform depending on the size of

the scheduled events list.
14: process as much as possible shift-split events.
15: process as much as possible split events.
16: process as much as possible swap events.
17: process as much as possible merge events.
18: defer remaining events

The top-down approach used to order operators avoids side effects
of one operation into another. The tree is only re-evaluated when
all operations except merge are applied. Moreover, there is an in-
terval between checks that, in a stable situation, avoid us of keeping
verifying our tree every time.



6 Results and Discussion

6.1 Implementation choices

Four different simulations containing up to 4250 moving objects
were used to test our semi-adjusting BSP tree and scheduling algo-
rithm (Figure 1). The scheduling algorithm described in the previ-
ous section was parametrized as follows:

• number of candidate partitioners tested at each split operation
was 2∗√n, where n is the number of objects.

• a node p was considered unbalanced if balance(p) < 0.5 (one
subtree with twice or more objects than the other).

• maximum allowed redundancy(p) was a 2.5% increase on the
number of objects.

• split and merge thresholds t: best results we obtained was with
t from 16 to 128. A variable threshold was used for all nodes
depending on the number of objects to be partitioned.

• number of operators processed at each tree update: largest
size s of event list was 64, and the best results we obtained
was processing s/16 events, leading to 1−4 events processed
at each time.

• frequency of scheduling updates: the scheduling algorithm is
issued once for every 10 object update steps.

• frequency of issuing operators: once every step if the event
list is not empty, otherwise once at each scheduling step.

We compared the BSP algorithm against four competing strate-
gies: two broad phase methods from Open Dynamics Engine
(ODE)[Smith 2004] physics package, quadtree (QT) and spa-
tial hash (SH), and two standard algorithms, loose octrees (LO)
and sweep-and-prune (SP). Narrow-phase was implemented using
ODE. Since the BSP, LO and SP algorithms are implemented out-
side ODE, they have an extra overhead to extract information from
ODE (such as the AABBs of objects). All tests were performed on
a Athlon XP 1900 PC with a GeForce FX 5600 128Mb and 512MB
DDR memory.

The QT algorithm creates a static quadtree on the XZ plane, with
each quadrant representing a prism along the Y direction. This ap-
proach is memory intensive(a quadtree of level 11 was enough to
index all objects without redundancy). The SH algorithm uses a dy-
namic multi-level hash table that is rebuilt at each step of the sim-
ulation. Intersection tests are performed at each level or between
adjacent levels of the hash table). SP was implemented using one
list for each coordinate axis, with incremental updates using swap
operations, and a matrix to prune collision pairs. LO was based on
the description from [Thatcher 2000], adapted to use AABB instead
of bounding spheres and parametrized to limit the octree height to
a certain level.

Each simulation was evaluated for 4 minutes along 6000 steps (25
steps per second). We collected FPS, number of collision pairs,
broad-phase collision time and overhead update time (update ob-
ject positions and data structure) (Figures 12-13). Simulations were
designed to evaluate the algorithms under scenes with different as-
pects regarding objects, such as density, shapes, velocity and ac-
celeration, while preserving spatial coherence. Simulation 1 and
4 only used X,Z axis for SP because objects are aligned to Y axis
most of the time.

6.2 Simulation Results

Simulation 1 has spheres and blocks falling into a terrain. It allows
us to evaluate scenes with static and dynamic objects where the
movement of objects is mostly given by collisions. We also analyze
how each algorithm is affected by an increasing number of objects.
BSP and LO lead in performance but LO generates more collision
pairs. SP and SH generates fewer collision pairs at the expense
of higher collision time. BSP has the best performance ratio for
collision because it prunes collision pairs very efficiently. The BSP
overhead is worse than QT, but it is similar to SP and LO and better
than SH.

Simulation 2 has a chaotic scene with several moving attractors, to
evaluate the collision of object clouds with different movements.
The BSP performance is reasonable even with fast moving objects.
Deferral updates helped reducing costs, and forcing the height of
the BSP-tree to be below a given threshold reduced object migra-
tions between regions. QT leads in performance since it is suitable
for sparse environments. QT and BSP showed similar results for
number of collisions pairs and time. Both do not prune as much
collision pairs, but their collision time is much faster. QT still has
the best overhead time followed by BSP. Both SH and LO showed
similar overhead time and SP generated less pairs than any other
method but with a high performance cost.

Simulation 3 has fewer building blocks pulled by a single attrac-
tor. After the first collision, objects break apart into several smaller
blocks. QT generates the most collision pairs, especially before the
first fracture, but improves performance afterward. BSP is similar
to QT at the start but ahead of others in performance. Collision
pairs decrease after fractures in all approaches, and performance
improves substantially in BSP, SH and SP, but in a larger scale with
QT. Since BSP is the only one to use deferred updates, it has more
time to adjust the structure when objects separate. SH and SP show
the lowest number of collision pairs but are not as fast as QT and
BSP. BSP has a small advantage in collision pairs and time com-
pared to QT, but higher overhead. LO has the worst collision time
because requires many tests between objects and octree cells.

In simulation 4 objects fall into several buckets and collide against
other objects inside each bucket, thus imposing a spatial separation
between dynamic and static objects. Leveraging the spatial sepa-
ration due to static objects is crucial to improve performance, and
this is clearly the best scenario for the BSP. Like simulation 1, the
number of dynamic objects is increased at each step to evaluate the
algorithm at different scales. Buckets are aligned with the XZ plane,
which is the best situation for QT. BSP has the best collision time
followed by QT. In the start of the simulation BSP adapted as soon
as possible to reduce the number of collision pairs and stabilized
after that. SP has the worst scaling in terms of collision time but
similar overhead times to BSP. LO has better overhead time since
it creates nodes in small regions. SH has the worst overhead time
since there is more than one object per cell (hash collision).

Simulation 1 and 4 stress some problems with other approaches.
After buckets start to fill in simulation 4, QT shows a big increase
in the number of collision pairs. On the other hand, SH has an
increase of hash collisions, as well as in the time for generating
candidate pairs. A similar problem happens to SP that each axis
generates too many pairs in concentrated environments. BSP has
more flexibility to adjust to context, leading to a number of collision
pairs comparable to the one generated by SH but in a much faster
way.

The BSP depth data illustrates the effects of the BSP-tree opera-
tors. BSP tree depths do not suffer dramatic changes leading to a
reasonable fixed number of leaves, and consequently, stable number



of collision pairs and performance. In simulation 3 the BSP depth
changed in a faster ratio after the fractures, but stabilized afterward.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we proposed a semi-adjusting BSP structure that
showed promising results for both highly cluttered environments
and sparse ones, with no substantial overhead and acceptable per-
formance.

The main goal in our approach is to establish a compromise be-
tween the cost of enumerating collision pairs and that of perform-
ing structural updates in the spatial data structure, as well as the
number of collision pairs generated. Results showed that the broad
phase needs to be very fast, even to the expense of generating a
larger number of collision pairs. Our approach showed better per-
formance than SH, SP and LO, yet in some cases generating a simi-
lar number of collision pairs to QT. Compared to QT, which has ex-
ponential memory requirements, our results were better for simula-
tions where static objects induce a clear partition of space or highly
concentrated environments that generate too many collisions.

An interesting question is how much (and how often) space must
be partitioned. For some situations, increasing partitioning reduces
the number of candidate pairs, but at the expense of more structural
updates in the tree. On the other hand, reduced partitioning may
increase candidate pairs. Our approach allows a flexible way to
balance these two competing arguments. Here we explored just a
few of the possibilities, such as fixing the tree height to a certain
threshold, or limiting the number of allowed objects inside a cell
(which determines the application of merge and split operators).

The design of the shift-split, swap and balance operators allowed
temporal coherence to be better explored by re-using information
stored in the tree to reposition partitioners. Scheduling such oper-
ators using a time-critical approach was crucial to keep stable per-
formance. However, there is a wide solution space to design more
sophisticated scheduling algorithms. The broad-phase collision de-
tection is just one application of the proposed Semi-Adjusting BSP
trees. Extending it to help accelerate other geometric problems rep-
resent another track of future work that we are pursuing. Applica-
tions to handle deformable objects are also being considered since
extensions using our method are trivial to implement.
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Figure 12: Simulation 1 (left column) and Simulation 2 (right column) results



Figure 13: Simulation 3 (left column) and Simulation 4 (right column) results


